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Exceptional Economic Development
What if we created a low-cost business environment as
well as a low tax environment?

What if...

What if our regulatory environment was quicker, easier,
and cheaper and the envy of the region?

Wyoming challenged
itself to cultivate a
better future?

What if we only spent public funds on efforts that
bettered the quality of life and standard of living in our
area?
What if we fully leveraged the potential economic impact
of the military in our community?
What if we had adequate housing for every citizen in our
community?
What if we were able to create a community with
exceptional infrastructure and excellent transportation
options like rail and air service?

Relentless Action and Advocacy
What if we could create a statewide power for business
issues in the state legislature?
What if we could elect solid moderate business candidates
for every office?
What if we could double the amount of public funds spent
in our community?
What if we could stabilize revenue streams through
advocacy for a commonsense tax structure?

Innovative Talent Development
What if every kid in Laramie County received a stellar
education with emphasis in math and science?
What if our entrepreneurial ecosystem was filled with
players that were educated to their potential and had the
resources they needed to succeed.
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What if we doubled the number of bachelor’s degrees in
our community and we tripled the number of advanced
degrees?
What if tech education was available to every worker that
wanted to pursue it?

Transformative Community Development
What if people all over America were envious of the
quality of life in our community?
What if we had a dedicated stream of money for
community improvements like the splash pad etc.?
What if we were the gold standard for military
communities across the nation?
What if we could create a group of leaders that
continually bonded together for our future?

